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At least part of that growth can be credited to one of the world’s  
largest e-commerce companies, ebay. More than 58 per cent of online 
shoppers in Australia – or roughly six million people – purchased 
something through ebay last year. it’s not just online consumption 
that’s growing. one in five Australian retailers now have a presence 
on ebay, with annual sales between $50,000 and $200,000. when 
combined with casual sellers that means tens of thousands of  
Australians are selling online through ebay.

Point & click simPlicity

online retail is 20 years old and the technology and processes that 
make it possible have lost much of their complexity. According to 
Mitchell harper, co-founder of the online retail services company 
bigcommerce, technology is now at the point where almost any 
business can get online and start taking orders.

“three or four years ago, setting up an online store was incredibly 
challenging,” harper says. “it meant getting a web developer, setting 
up infrastructure and security, and often cost thousands of dollars. 
our focus has been on simplifying that. we want setting up an 
e-commerce store to be as simple as setting up a gmail account.” ph
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Australians are flocking en masse 
to e-commerce, drawn by the range 

and convenience it delivers. tZ is 
one of a number of players seeking 

to establish itself in the local market 
for delivery of online purchases, 

which consultancy frost & sullivan 
estimates grew almost 18 per cent in 

value to $16b last year, from $13.6b 
in 2011, and expects to rise to $26.9b 

by 2016. the strongest growth 
is in electronic games and toys, 

groceries and liquor, homewares and 
appliances, and fashion.

Mitchell Harper (left)  
and Eddie Machaalani, 
founders of Bigcommerce
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it seems to be working, with thousands of Australians now 
operating stores through bigcommerce. the company also reports 
that half of all work done in the online stores it supports takes place 
after hours, suggesting at least part of Australia’s e-commerce 
boom is being driven by part-timers and moonlighters.

the low costs associated with e-commerce are also a factor.
“A lot of our merchants have one to five employees so their 

labour costs are minimal, and they can automate a lot of things,” 
harper says. “And when you have an e-commerce store you can 
leverage tools and technologies that are very affordable.”

Another barrier to come down has been that of receiving  
payments online. while paypal has long been a popular option, 
getting an online merchant facility from a bank has at times been 
a laborious process. with this in mind, the canberra-based  
payment gateway company ewAY has worked with banks to 
reduce the time taken to set up a merchant account from an  
average of four weeks to just four days.

the ceo and founder of ewAY, Matt bullock, says he has 
observed a leap in the value of online transactions passing through 
his company’s gateway, with their value rising 19 per cent in 2013 

to $3.5b. however, despite the ease with 
which websites can transact online now, 
bullock says many still have not caught 
on. he cites consultancy At kearney’s 
2013 global retail e-commerce index 
that ranked Australia just ninth globally, 
adding that 72 per cent of businesses still 
don’t take payments online.

while e-commerce is getting easier for 
buyers and sellers, it is also presenting 
opportunities to grow large and sophisti-
cated businesses, with e-commerce 
empires sprouting from humble begin-
nings. the surfwear, equipment and  
general fashion online retailer surfstitch 
was begun eight years ago by two surfers, 
in a garden shed on sydney’s northern 
beaches. now it’s an e-commerce power-
house selling more than 500 brands, with 

double-digit growth recorded in markets including the us, canada, 
singapore, hong kong, Australia and new Zealand.

“the business is well and truly a global e-commerce operator now,” 
says surfstitch marketing director Martin corr. “the founders  
spotted an opportunity to start an online surf shop. that very quickly 
grew into surf fashion, and from there the business began to gather 
some significant momentum.”

covering the last mile

one of the key attractions of e-commerce is convenience, with  
buyers able to buy no matter when or where they are. And for those 
goods that can be delivered electronically, such as music, ebooks 
and tickets, they receive the added benefit of getting their goods 
almost instantly – and just as importantly, with zero delivery cost.

of course, that is not the case for physical goods. According  
to sam Yip, senior research manager at research company  
telsyte, delivery cost remains one of the greatest barriers to  
greater uptake of e-commerce, with many would-be buyers  
dissuaded when they see the delivery charge that is quoted.   ph
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SurfStitch surfwear, 
equipment and general 
fashion online retailer
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for this reason, Yip says, e-commerce companies are increasingly 
offering free shipping and absorbing the costs. “there may be a small 
number of people who will overuse that feature, but i think the 
benefits outweigh the cost.” 

regardless of who pays, the need for physical delivery remains 
and volumes are rising rapidly. According to richard umbers,  
Australia post’s executive general manager for parcel and express 
services, parcel volume percentage grew by “double digits” last year.

“in terms of revenue, parcels are now bigger than letters for the 
first time in our history,” umbers says. “Australia post is no longer 
a letters business, we are an e-commerce-driven parcels business.”

the courier industry is also witnessing rapid growth. fastway 
couriers ceo richard thame says parcel volumes leaped 20 per 
cent in the lead-up to christmas. “normally you would expect that 
to taper off come january or february, but it has continued,” thame 
says. “And the vast majority of that is on the back of online retail.”

indeed, thame estimates that at least one in three deliveries is 
now generated by e-commerce. “And i can see that growing to 
become more than half our business in the next 12 to 18 months.”

e-commerce-driven growth is having consequences throughout 
the freight and logistics industry. Alison webster, executive manager 
for Qantas freight, says the growth in e-commerce is changing the 
way services are designed. “these purchasers expect accurate status 
reporting and are interested in tracking their shipment as it passes 
key milestones on its freight journey. the e-commerce boom is also 
supporting the creation and rise of many smaller private parcel and 
mail-distribution companies that rely on Qantas freight to fulfil their 
freight requirements,” webster says.

“these smaller companies have different needs from the major 
industry operators and we’re enjoying working with them and seeing 
their businesses flourish.”

consequently, Qantas freight has introduced a smartphone app 
that enables customers to track flights and shipments, and expedited 
the import collection process at international freight terminals. ph
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“now our warehouse teams have ipads mounted on forklifts,  
and associated warehouse equipment advises our team which  
deliveries to collect and move to the dock,” webster says. “delivery 
confirmation is electronically captured in real time, providing  
immediate confirmation to the customer.”

rapid e-commerce growth is leading a renaissance within the 
freight and logistics industry, as companies roll out new services to 
win the loyalty of consumer clients. for instance, thame says fast-
way has been working in tandem with larger online retailers so that 
consumers can get an immediate quote on the cost of delivery, and 
have a delivery label generated at the moment the item is purchased.

one of the biggest issues that all supply chains face is getting 
goods into the hands of buyers who might be at work, at home or 
anywhere in between – and to do so as quickly as possible.

last december, us e-commerce giant Amazon made headlines 
by announcing that within five years it could be delivering goods 
using pilotless aerial drones. this has since been denounced in many 
quarters as unworkable. same-day courier services such as want it 
now are proving popular, as they offer the chance to satisfy  
customer desire for instant gratification. but this model still requires 
someone being at a designated location at the time the item is  
delivered. for many Australian workers, that is not possible. 

An alternative is parcel lockers that can store items until buyers 
can collect them. Australia post has rolled out lockers at nearly 150 
locations around Australia, with a third of them deployed at 7-eleven 
sites and within shopping centres. Alternatively, shoppers can  
nominate to have their goods delivered to one of more than 700 
parcel collect points within the Australia post network.

tZ is also rolling out a locker network, dubbed AdAM, at shopping 
centres, city car parks and convenience stores, servicing deliveries 
via couriers such as toll, tnt and fastway. the company has 
deployed lockers to 10 locations in sydney and Melbourne and 
intends to increase that to between 30 and 50 by the end of year.

Mark bouris, tZ chairman and executive director, says lockers 
are essential for e-commerce growth. he estimates that 100 million 
parcels are being delivered yearly due to e-commerce, with the 
failure rate for first-time deliveries at 10-30 per cent, meaning pack-
ages must be re-delivered or the buyer must go to another location 
to collect them. “e-commerce is about buying an item as fast and as 
efficiently as possible and not having to go to a physical place,” 
bouris says. “short of the item jumping out of your computer screen 
and landing on you, you have to somehow get your hands on it.”  

Alison Webster of  
Qantas Freight; iPads 
tracking deliveries (left) 
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bouris says tZ’s long-term plan is for consumers to purchase their 
own ourpAd locker, at a price of $300-$400, which will be installed 
at their property. he hopes the first of these will be in place in the 
later part of this year.

“this has not been done anywhere else in the world,” bouris says.
but lockers alone may not be the solution. fastway couriers, for 

instance, has been working to develop its own retail store network 
under the brand parcel connect, in addition to partnering with tZ.

“we’re looking to partner with convenience stores, service stations 
or any retail business in the areas that we deliver to that is open late 
hours and has good parking,” thame says. “what we are trying to 
do is give people the convenience to select, at time of purchase, 
whether they want it delivered at home, at work or to one of these 
locations where they can pick it up at their leisure. customers are 
looking for a place that’s open late.”

to date, six sites have been set up and over the next 12 months, 
fastway aims to have at least one parcel connect outlet in each of 
its 700 courier franchise territories.

Blurring the lines

while early pundits described e-commerce as a battle between 
online and offline retailers, the lines that define them are becoming 
increasingly blurred. According to paul greenberg, executive  
chairman of the national online retailers Association (norA), 
both online and offline retailers are learning to mimic the benefits 
of the other. “the pace of change is unprecedented, but there is a 
recognition that the principles of retail, such as putting the customer 
first, haven’t changed,” greenberg says. “that is all coming back in.”

while traditional retailers have often been painted as the victims 
of e-commerce, he says those who offer a superior service will still 
win, although that may mean investing in technology offering a 
variety of offline and online shopping options. “customers are 
rewarding multiple touch points and the pure-play online retail m
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honeymoon is well and truly over,” greenberg says. “but 
if you’re not embracing technology in all its forms in your 
retail business, then you’re going to get caught behind.”

this has certainly been a strategy pursued by women’s 
active wear retailer lorna jane. while the company has 
more than 130 stores in Australia and 24 in the us, it also 
generates a further 10 per cent of sales revenue through 
its website, which was launched in 2007. lorna jane’s 
online store now represents the turnover of 16 stores, with 
the online sales expected to represent up to 25 per cent of 
total turnover within the next three years.

lorna jane’s digital marketing and e-commerce  
manager, jessie dean, says her company’s goal is to 
deliver the same experience for customers regardless of 
the channel through which it reaches them.

“businesses often look at online and offline as two 
separate businesses, whereas customers are just looking at it as one 
brand,” dean says. “in-store, we are very focused on engaging with 
customers and giving them the level of service they expect. we have 
to replicate that online in terms of product descriptions and the like, 
so that we are giving people enough information. even though they 
can’t physically touch the product, we have answered all of the  
questions they could possibly have.”

delivering a convenient but consistent experience also means 
reaching customers via smartphones, now owned by more than 8.5 
million Australians. lorna jane has launched a version of its website 
specifically designed for those devices.

a date with data

As e-commerce companies strive to improve their service, they have 
also begun to examine the vast quantities of data their websites 
generate. online retailers are able to capture specific customer 
information beyond simple sales data, such as the items that  
customers have browsed, but not purchased. All of this data can then 
be analysed and compared to the behaviour of other customers to 
help site operators determine buying patterns and make active  
suggestions to customers regarding other items they might consider. 
this has been a key feature of Amazon, whose site constantly  
suggests recommendations based on a customer’s purchase history 
and the behaviour of similar buyers.

the interest in data was reflected in woolworth’s decision to pay 
more than $20m for a 50 per cent stake in the data-analytics company 
Quantium, in May last year.

According to emma lo russo, ceo of the specialist data analyst 
company digivizer, getting to grips with data will be vital to the 
growth of e-commerce services, because online customers expect 
personalised service. “they expect to be known by the brand that’s 
engaging them,” lo russo says. “so the more brands know about 
you, the more tailored the offering and experience and timing, the 

more likely you will feel favourably about that brand. the brands 
which will win will be the ones that genuinely care about their  
customer, which genuinely create a unique customer experience that 
is highly relevant and of value. And that is going to require brands 
to design programs that enable them to serve the customer on the 
customer’s terms, and manage their data effectively.”

Back to the Beginning

the desire to present the best possible service means that some 
previously online-only retailers are taking a leaf from the book of 
their offline counterparts and opening up physical locations. Accord-
ing to bigcommerce’s co-founder eddie Machaalani, many online 
retailers are testing the water with temporary pop-up shops. he says 

the realisation for many e-commerce companies is 
that good retailing is about an experience for the  
consumer, not just a transaction. “that’s the big 
question at the moment – is it better to be online, 
offline or both,” Machaalani says. “we think both.”

the task now for e-commerce companies is 
determining where the gap lies between the online 
and offline buying experience, and how to bridge 
it. Making the online interaction as realistic as 
possible is the aim of online women’s shoe retailer 
shoes of prey. customers design their own shoes 
and select the style and materials. the shoes are 
then manufactured and dispatched.

co-founder jodie fox says that, originally, shoes 
of prey could only show prospective buyers what 
their products would look like as a drawing of the 
finished product. “the trick with online is that it is 
not so widely different from what happens offline, 
but you need to construct every single aspect of the 
experience without having the human interaction,” 
fox says. “so we improved that by creating 3d 
designer software for the website. we are working 
on realistic rendering. those changes have boosted 
our conversion rate significantly.”

shoes of prey has also followed the trend of opening a physical 
store to let buyers get hands-on with its products. fox says the  
concept boutique, housed within david jones’ flagship store at 
elizabeth street in sydney, also gives her managers a chance to see 
how customers interact with the products.

while the evolution and uptake of e-commerce has been swift, 
there is still plenty of room for growth, and Australians are showing 
few signs of cooling their desire to shop online. ironically, as the race 
hots up, the distinction between on- and offline shopping is predicted 
to fade. “the concept of e-commerce is coming to the end of its shelf 
life,” says norA’s paul greenberg. 

“increasingly, customers don’t view this new retail as online or 
e-commerce, they just view it as retail. there’s no such thing as 
online, because no-one is offline any more.”  

“there’s no such thing as online, 
because no-one is offline”

For TZ chairman Mark 
Bouris, it’s all about 
prompt parcel delivery

Australia Post  
parcel lockers


